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The personalization process begins with an 

in-depth intake call with one of our 

specialists to determine your specific 24 

Hour Egress Bag requirements - individual 

medical concerns, bag sizing, geographic 

location, environmental factors, and any 

other impacting factors. 

  Once all items have been received, your 24 

Hour Egress Bag will be professionally 

packed and shipped directly to your door. 

  Each bag is 100% ready to use immediately 

upon delivery, with no assembly required. 

  Once your bag has arrived, one of our 

subject matter experts will schedule a call 

with you to review the contents of your bag 

and best practices for use. 

  One of our subject matter experts reviews 

your intake information and digitally builds a 

customized bag for you based on your 

specific requirements. 

  Building a 24 Hour Egress Bag a bag is a 

team effort, so we’ll provide updates and 

request your input throughout the process. If 

an item isn’t exactly what you want or need, 

we’ll exchange it until it is perfect.

  Once the bag build is complete, we’ll 

submit it to you with an invoice for final 

approval prior to procuring the items. Upon 

approval, our team will get to work procuring 

items and prepping them for use.

Intake Call with LSDS

Customized 24 Hour Egress Bag Build

Delivery & Bag Introduction

WHATʼS IN A 24HR BAG?
Backpack - 
Sized to Fit Customer
Emergency Bivy 
Outdoor Research 
Helium II Jacket
Individual Bleeding 
Control Kit
32oz Wide Mouth 
BPA-Free Water 
Bottle
Stainless Bottle Cup
Headlamp
Mii Water 
Purification System
Water Purification 
Tablets

HOW IT WORKS
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®

$705
Due to COVID-19 item shortage and demand, some items 
may cause costs to fluctuate. Shipping costs vary and will 
be added to the final cost at billing. Specialty items may 
alter the overall price, and associated costs will be 
discussed and approved during the bag build.  

Disasters can strike 
without warning. Are you 
ready to evacuate without notice? 
The LSDS 24 Hour Egress Bag is a 
custom-built emergency “go bag” 
containing everything you need to be prepared 
should a natural or man-made disaster require 
you to evacuate for a full 24 hours.

STEP

STEP

STEP

COST
NEED ADDITIONAL BAGS FOR YOUR FAMILY OR TEAM? NO PROBLEM! 
We can design individual 24 Hour Egress Bags for every 
member of your group, including children of all ages and 
four-legged friends. 

Utility knife
Multi-Tool
Compass
Stormproof Matches 
with Case
Lighter (2 Pack)
Gorilla Tape
Pocket Survival / 
Navigation Cards
Write in the Rain 
Notebook
AAA Batteries
Mechanical Pencils
Mechanics Gloves
Clif Bar (6 Pack)


